Featherstone Walk
You will require What3Words to complete this walk with ease and be able to
take part in the later shown riddles

As you can see in the image above, there are two walks. They're both very
similar, however the pink walk includes a trip around a local field, if you chose
to miss out this section, that is perfectly acceptable just continue on the light
blue/teal route.
Starting Point will be located at the what3words address :
///images.summer.achieving .
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From this point, make your way to the address: ///scars.photo.data.
This will be the point of our first riddle for you to spot an item in the local area.
You may find me on your shoe,
sometimes on the ground
my smell my disgust you
but here you will find me in a metal box to stop my smell from getting to you.
What am I?
Make your way over to ///laws.rainy.curvy
From here you should continue down the path you see ahead, you should
follow this path around till you reach the ///models.face.tuck address.
Cross the road over to ///cost.dome.beans to access the next path where you
should continue down the path.
Continue on to ///keep.camera.hungry and then cross the road to
///league.oldest.towers and then keep on the path till the address
///door.window.mass.
From this point, you will need to solve your next riddle.
This is something with a bark
But it doesn't have a bite
With a lot of sun and rain
It can grow to a great height
What am I?
Once you have worked out the riddle, continue to the lane at
///atomic.chase.covers and move down featherstone lane towards
///issues.groom.pine. This is down a lane so please be careful and bring an
adult to be safe.
Now at this point you can make a choice on whether you would like to chose
the pink route or the teal blue. If you chose the pink route, you will be going
around the field for a little more distance.
If you are going to follow the pink route, continue on, however if you're taking
the teal route, then please go to ///butter.grow.piper.
Pink Route)
In the field, continue to the corner located at ///coast.judge.truly. At this point
is where you will find your next riddle.
Although this thing has many blades
It's not used as a chopper
To make the name of an insect
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Put this word before 'hopper'
What am I?
Once you have answered this riddle, continue along the field to this point with
the address ///riots.detail.frosted and right down the lane and continue this
point until you get to the point of ///salsa.wants.hidden.
Once you have reached, ///salsa.wants.hidden or if you are here. Then you
should continue on straight to ///papers.shower.dishes. This is where East Road
will meet Brookhouse Lane. From this point continue on to Brookhouse Lane
and walk to ///sports.wash.parent.
From this point you should continue down "The Avenue" to the point
///period.groups.frames and then turn left down "Olde Hall Road" and go to
point ///single.debit.shorts.
Follow this path around and you will see your final point ///pram.edits.wink. And
you are down the road from your starting point.
Thank you for taking part in the walk and solving my riddles!
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